Bring Your e-Store Live on
Mobile for Free!
Before conjuring up your mind in writing the complex block of coding
and spending hours in mobilizing your Magento store, you can have your
own app without any need of coding skills. Yes, you can become an app
owner and bring your Magento store live on your customers’ mobile
devices with a zero level of mastery in coding and app development
process.
Envision Ecommerce has done all heavy lifting for you: be it
brainstorming about the best technology, platforms, payment gateways,
real-time data synchronization and other aspects. The MageIonic app
that effortlessly turns your Magento store into a feature-rich hybrid
mobile app.
Zero level of mastery in coding! Yes, just add your business details
and personalized business content and get ready to bring your Magento
store live on mobile. The MageIonic app is a no coding mobile app
building solution, specially designed to cater all yours as well as
your customers’ requirements!
Have a look at the features, advantages and other important aspects of
MageIonic

Easy Navigation
A user-friendly navigation allows customers to extract all the
guessing work. That’s why MageIonic comes with an easy navigation for
making your actions effortless. For this your customers will grab:
Social Login;
Supports both Android & iOS platforms;
Ease of shopping.

90 Days Free Trial Period
MageIonic comes with 90 days free trial period so that you can
mobilize your Magento store and you’ve nothing to lose at this
starting point. You don’t have any need of developers, designers to

build an app for you within your desired deadlines.

Enhanced Product Display for Marketing Purposes
The app is equipped with an outstanding feature that allows merchants
to display products in more enhanced ways. That further ensures
maximum attraction towards your products from your targeted audience.

White Labelled Ionic App, Highly Customizable and
Instantly Ready
Another important fact of MageIonic is that it is a white-labeled
mobile app and highly customizable. Once you enter your business
details and personalized business content, it will get instantly ready
for your Magento store.

Google Analytics Tracking
MageIonic incorporates Google analytic tracking functionality so you
can track each consumer’s activity and stores’ sale via the app.

Works for MultiStores
If you are running your own Magento based online multistore, you can
also mobilize your multistore with the convenience of a single app,
i.e. MageIonic.

Other Beneficial Features
Real Time Data Synchronization
Flexible and intuitive backend
Most secured payment gateways
Delivers fast performance across every device for being hybrid

So, what are you waiting for? Avail this all in one
solution to meet your business requirements and enjoy a
90 days trial period for free!

